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About This Game
Naked Sun is a fast-paced futuristic VR shooter.
In the beginning of the 23rd century, humans lost the Earth. Artificial intelligence turned against its creator, and 5d3b920ae0
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English

Cool game. I wish it was a little bit more polished, but it is still a fun game.. I'm Refunding the game but here is a quick review
because the game is not bad only that it is extremely short. The game itself is a simple but fun On-rails Shooter. There are some
destructible objects and explosions. You are standing always on a moving platform, and enemies will appear through all the trip
until you reach your objective. Gameplay involves switching between shields, machine gun, single shot and lock-on Missiles.
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Graphics are good as you can see, and there are some fun moments. No bugs so far and I played using SS 1.5 (max value from
the game) It looks.casual.not bad.but still casual gameplay and only has 3 Levels, that's it. It has another ARCADE MODE to
replay it completely after finish it, with score rules like Arcades but .these are the same levels :( I'm about to refund it, only for
being so short.. It's an ok rail shooter, but you can run through the entire story campaign in less than an hour, and there's not
much else to it.. Despite of the claims about the game being short (which in fact is), the performance is fantastic (a rare case on
indie VR titles) and the gameplay interesting. Will update my review if needed.. I'm kinda mixed on this just because the game
doesnt have gun sound, unless this is bug i literally have no sound on the guns or getting shot at,(so much for immersion) and the
AI kinda just stands there. So if you feel this is an error. Fix the damn game sounds.. Cool game. I wish it was a little bit more
polished, but it is still a fun game.. The world is enslaved by machines, people are on the brink of extinction, artificial
intelligence has decided that it no longer needs its creator. The plot is painfully familiar, but it is always interesting. Take the
same movie franchise Terminator or a cult role-playing game with action elements like System Shock. The game takes us back
to 2232. where the fourth world war, people and machines are going on. Since the person is too weak in body, it was decided to
create a hybrid, with the body of the machine and the human brain, its role is getting to us and we have to put an end to the evil
artificial intelligence. Pleases visual composing, very stylish and doesn't cut eyes. I advise you to try the game, it is very dynamic
and pleasant.. Actionpacked Railshooter with a beautiful, futuristic leveldesign. It's a shame your purpose is to destroy it, even if
its pure fun to use the partly destructable environment against your enemies. Lots of situations where its hard to decide what to
shoot first. Beside the story mode, you can play the arcade mode where you get points for destroying your targets to compete in
a global highscore or against your friends. Tutorial, even though not really needed as the gameplay is very intuitive, exists and is
nicely done as a virtual shooting range. If you are looking for a VR shooter, you found it. It definitely will keep you entertained
for a while.
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